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The Poet's Time of Budweiser
A Tribute to USU President Noelle Cockett

I

On a time when the world
The sky was blue, the sun was high,
When the world was ripe with possibility.

II

A time of change, a time of growth,
A time of hope, a time of thought,
A time when Noelle Cockett

III

With a vision clear, a mind sharp,
A heart full of passion, a soul of hope,
Noelle Cockett led the way,

IV

A time of change, a time of growth,
A time of hope, a time of thought,
A time when Noelle Cockett

V

Completed her work, fulfilled her dream,
Left a legacy, a legacy she

VI

Leaves us with words, a legacy strong,
A legacy of love, a legacy of hope,
A legacy that will never be forgotten.

VII

Noelle Cockett, a leader, a teacher,
A mentor, a friend, a true

VIII

In her honor, we celebrate,
A legacy that will never be forgotten.